ATTENTION
SNOWMOBILE
ERS

People are welcome in Wilderness, machines are not.

In 1964, with the passage of the Wilderness Act, the people of this nation committed to protecting certain special places from human development and all machines.

Wilderness is about solitude and self-reliance. It’s about primitive forms of travel and recreation. It’s about freedom from the sights and sounds of the mechanized world. All forms of motorized equipment, including snowmobiles, are prohibited by law from entering wilderness.

It is YOUR responsibility to know your location at all times and to avoid trespassing in the wilderness.

- Wilderness boundaries are marked in some locations (but not all). Be alert for boundary signs, like this, when riding.
- Trail maps are available at local outlets, with groomed routes and restricted areas (including wilderness) clearly marked.
- Report others who take their machines into wilderness. Their actions reflect poorly on all snowmobilers.
- Please respect wilderness and the law by steering clear. Your cooperation is appreciated.

Violations are punishable by a fine of up to $5000 and imprisonment for up to 6 months.

For Information, or to report snowmobile trespass in the wilderness, contact your local US Forest Service office.